


Below: the machine that 
Phil Bunt belIeves is the 
answer to the Mobylette: 
Honda's CL90 L . 

"The Ideal Sec nd Bike", Ph-II Huntls 
our tester labelled the . 

Mobylette ba ck in I t -
Janu a ry . The statem ent 
raised a lot of eyebrows, a r 1\Ie 
including those of o ur 

Brisbane correspondent , 
who had this 
suggestion 
to make: 

QI:l SHAME 01 YOU, Nigel! Your friends knew you were 
having us on when (in CA, January) you suggested that the 
Motobecane Mobylette G40TLC "is an excellent second bike 
for car owncr1:l and motorcyclists alike". But not everyone 
rises to your subtle brand of humour and some might think 
you wer serious so. in all humility,let me make a suggestion 
of my own about which bike is "an excellent second bike for 
car owners and motorcyclists" 

In C(lse you don't remember, the Mobylette is a dinkum 
moped. "Mo' lOr motor - • ped" for pedal. It's a hybrid 
vehicle combining all the disadvantages of a 1.3 kW 50 emJ 

motor with all the disadvantages of an overweight bicycle. If 
the hills get too steep you can assist the little motor by 
pedalling (this is all true, folks ). 

Nigel conde.;cends to admit that the Mobylette " is really 
too slow for freeway use" . That 's a good one , Nige ole pal. 
This machine peaks out. at 61 Ian / h and because of a 
significant lack of wrque, maintaining enough snwdto keep 
pace with ordinary city traffic is impossible . Actually Nigel 
listed the maximum torque as "N .A. " . 'Ibis stands for uNone 
!\ctually" . 

If you have ever ridden a real bicycle (as I did for many 
years as a bicycle road-racer), you will know that there is 
nothing more hazardous than bicycling through city traffic. 
The first rule anyone learns about staying alive is "Keep up 
with the traffic now - or the traffic will flow over you." So 
mark that up as a big disadvantage with a moped. 

But what about the pedalling bit? Isn't that a good idea? 
I'm glad you asked. As I mentioned parenthetically above, I 
used to r ace bicycles and the experience taught me a few 
things about setting up a bicycle to conserve the leg muscles. 

'1be Mobylette is an arch-example of how to make a pedal 
cyclist dog-tired after just one hill. 

Discounting the weight of the machine (which at 40 kg is 
more than twice that of your average bicycle ), the seat is too 
low and too far back and the handlebars too high and too far 
back. Naturally, the seating position has to be a compromise 
to provide comfort when that little motor is actually 
working, but you try pushing the little moped up a couple of 
hills and you will need more than the run down the other side 
to recover. 

Fortunately, sanity reigned in our Editor's smnmary of the 
machine when he suggested that the Mobylette was "not 
exactly the ideal 'only' ". Let's be brutally honest and admit 
that even as a second machine it is patently useless (perhaps 
dangerous), unless your commuting consists of a daily two 
kilometres jaunt along nat ground to the railway station. 

The Alternative 

Having thus dispensed with the Mobylette as a useful 
second bike it falls to me to suggest a replacement. Let's 
examine firstly what a se(.-ond bike must do and be. 

1. It must be cheap to buy and maintain . 
2. It should be very reliable. 
3. It should be easy to ride through traffic and powerful 

enough to keep up with and occasionally overtake other 
road users. 

There is a bike (or rather a group of bikes) which fulfils all 
those criteria. The 90 series Honda. These machines started 
life as the COO (a step-thru scooter) , the CD90 (a motorcycle 
with scooter suspension), and the S90 (a regular motorcycle 
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The ultimate In commuter oneupmanship: S~llng Is not exactly futuristic but the machine bas aged weD. 

with a pressed steel backbone frame, telescopic front forks 
instead of the scooter's swinging-ann arrangement, and a 
manual clutch in place of the scooter's automatic unit). 

The ohc 90s first appeared in 1964 and eleven years later 
they are still being produced (although many models have 
been superseded by 100s) . The benefits resulting from such a 
long mo el run are ready availability and low cost of parts. A 
subsidiary bonus is that a motorcycle bought in its eighth or 
ninth year of development is bolIDd to have most of its bugs 
.ironed out. 

In 1967 the CL90 was introduced. Jokingly designated a 
"Street Scrambler" by the admen, it was little more than an 
S90 with upswept exhaust. The C and CD were augmented by 
a "trail scooter", the CT9O, in 1966. This featured the "posi
torque" mechanism which provided an extra drive sprocket 
to expand the four-speed gearbox into low range for steep 
trails . The last addition to the range was a three-wheeler 
swamp vehicle called the ATC90, introduced in 1970. 

From these variations on a theme I select the 890 I SLOO 
and the CL90 / CL90L as two bikes which best meet the three 
criteria for second bikes and which also can be called eanlf 
different motorcycles. 

A three- or four-year-old CL90L will set you back between 
$100 and $175, and if it fires up in the bike shop you can be 
certain it will fire up every time for many months to come 
before it expires absolutely. 

The reliability of these machines is legendary. A mate of 
mine has a C90 scooter which he uses perhaps twice a month ; 
to get some Coke from the comer store. A couple of weeks 
ago he pushed it down the hill to my place complaining that it 
would ot tart. 

I spent 20 minutes checking all the obvious things: petrol, 

battery, points, plug. They were an OK, although the sparK 
was weak. After the inspection I kicked it over and it fired 
first time . Conclusion: He must have flooded it. 

Later the owner confided that he hadn't had it tuned since 
he bought it (two years ago), never checked the battery, and 
couldn't remember when he last put petrol in it. Yet every 
time bar once, it had fired up first kick. And when it didn't it 
was lIDusual enough for him to assume the worst. 

I have had a CL90L for around 18 months now and use it 
every weekday as a commuter to work and university. It has 
never once failed to start or fmish a jotgl}ey. Perhans. 
bec~luse I am more fussy that many CL90L owners, 
I pulled the head off as soon as I noticed a 
blue tinge in the exhaust smoke. A broken 
ring encouraged me to obtain a rebore, and while I · 
was about it I stripped the gearbox with the intentio~ 
of replacing worn parts. Despite the fact that my CL90L was 
five years old, the gearbox was in perfect order. . 

The rings, rebore, new piston, exhaust valve, and an oil 
pwnp drive sprocket set me back less than $30. A few nights 
in the garage completed the job. It turned out that the cause 
of the broken rings was the faulty oil pwnp drive whim, had 
probably been damaged in a bingle involving me, a H.:>lden 
and a road-sign. So it waSIl 't the bike's fault at all. 

Besides extreme reliability, the 90 em 3 motor is 
moderately powerful for its size (provided the revs are kept 
up) and extremely torquey over a wide range (again, for a 
90). The bike can negotiate most hills in fourth (top) A,ear, 
and minor hold-ups in traffic don't necessitate prodding the 
gear-lever lIDless brisker acceleration is required. At the 
Traffic Light Derby a CL90L will hose off Morris 1100s, pre

. continued on page 58 
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An initial quota allocation will be 
for the period October l

arch 31, 1976, and a second 
il1l{]lCallUII subsequently_ 

interest to Australian boot 
i~.'n""f.."" who have been fighting a 

rearguard action to have 
quotas lifted on motorcycle boots 
" butspeak", CA May), is that 

is to be given to special 
import footwear \yorth 

8 a pair or more. . 
Better get in quick, fellers! 

Kraft E. Person 

Some of our staff members have 
identified this gentleman as an 
orgaruser at the Indonesian Grand 
Prix. But I know better. . .. 
The strange antenna growing from his 
head gave hun away immediately to 
your keen-eyed columnist. He is none 
oth~r than Kraft F::. Person, 'an artfUl 
alien from the planet Pluto sent to steal 
Mankind's motorcycling secrets, and 
masquerading as a cool customer. . . . 

But Grownde will thwart this alien's 
artful dodge. He must do. For Survival 
of the Fittest is as universal a code in 
the Solar System as it is in motorcycle 
racing .. .. 

58 

Return of the Griffon 
"Whatever happened to 

Greeves?" has been an oft-repeated 
question around the CA office -
not surprisingly, since the company 
is one of the few English motorcycle 
manufacturers still functioning, 

But functioning they indeed are. 
It's just that during the last two years 
they've been making military 
motorcycles to the exclusion of 
general consumer bikes. Now two 
motocrossers are again being of
fered for sale: the QUB 250 and the 
QU B 380. M ore are to follow. 

After third 
party... 
from page 21 

pulsory, and the relatively few 
motorists who wore seat belts before 
thev became compulsory. Note also 
the number of motorcyclists who 
wear safety clothing (leather jackets 
for pI" tection , bright colours for 

visibility), or who ride during the day 
with lights on. 

All this comes because the 
motorcyclist rides with safety in 
mind all the time. If he doesn't . he 
doesn't stay a motorcyclist for very 
long. 

Doubtless you can add to this brief 
list. If you think point five is even a 
remote chance, write to your local 
politician and tell him about aJl 
those voters who ride bikes and how 
much they want to vote for blokes 
who understand them. Ask him to 
consult motorcycling people about 
motorcycling probleII\s (he might 
remember your name imdaddress). 

Be bold and suggest incentives to 
get more people onto motorcycles. 
Lower compulsory third party in
surance premiums would be a good 
place to start in some places . 
Elsewh~re, reducing sales tax on 
bikes and components might be nice. 

It doesn't really matter what you 
say to a politician. just make sure he 
knows you are around, and that you 
vote. or will be voting just as soon as 
you come of age. There just 
aren l enough of us to support a 
silent majority. • 

THE COMMUTER1S ALTERNATIVE 
from page 49 

186 Holdens, and VWs, and fiat out will top 80 kID I h. Head 
winds slow the machine up somewhat, but you can maintain 
60 kIn I h into quite stiff breezes, 

The CL90L's steering is delightfully light and fast. If the 
bike could exceed 100 kIn / h, it would be decidedly dicey, but 
since 90 km / h is its fiat-out maximum in neutral down a 
cliff-face, this is not a problem. For trIckling through trs.ffic 
it is ideal, and combined with the low centre of gravity means 
the bike can be thrown about in Incredible fashion without 
things coming unstuck. On the CL90L there are no clearance 
problems  you'll only ground the foot-pegs as you go under . 

There is, however, a drawback to the 90 - bumpy roads. 
These show up the worst feature of the motorcycle: Pre
Cambrian suspen.'3ion. The front is fairly hush with poor 
damping but the back has been lifted straight from a pogo
stick. 

I personally got sick of wallowing along and fitted 483 KPa 
springs and Konis. But in fairness, our concept of the "ideal 
second bike" does not include racing handling as an essential 
characteristic. For short-haul commuting the suspension is 
sufficient, if imperfect. In any case, if a' CL90L is your second 
bike it will make you appreciate the handling of your first 
bike all the more. 

So, Nige ole mate, that is my suggestion. For half the cost 
of a new commuter you can have a cheap, reliable, real 
motorcycle that should never need pedalling. A CL90L or 
SL90 could never seriously be considered as flagship for your 
stable of motorcycles, but as a humble, safe, and reliable 
commuter it ought to be first choice. 
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